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Spyware Workshop - Comment, PO44509 

Dear Commissioners: 

I write on behalf of The Hertz Corporation and L.L. Bean, two companies who 

have been the victims of unauthorized pop-up advertising delivered to their websites by Claria 

Corporation, formerly known as The Gator Corporation. 

Claria Corporation has developed an adwarelspyware program known as GAIN 

AdServer ("GAIN"). GAIN comes bundled with a variety of free software programs offered by 

Claria or by third-parties with whom Claria has contracted. Some of the third-parties who 

distribute GAIN bundle it with free file-sharing programs such as Kazaa and DivX. 

The Hertz Corporation and L.L. Bean have reason to believe that many consumers 

who download free software that is bundled with GAIN do not realize that they are downloading 

GAIN. It is even less likely that other family members sharing the same computer realize that 
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GAIN has been installed on their computer. Once installed, GAJN software monitors the 

Internet activities of any person using the computer and causes advertisements to pop up on the 

user's computer screen when the user attempts to visit a website targeted by one of Claria's 

advertising customers. 

The Hertz Corporation and L.L. Bean each are involved in litigation with Claria 

in which they have challenged the legality of GAIN advertising. These lawsuits have been 

consolidated with numerous other lawsuits pending against C l a d G a t o r  in a multi-district 

litigation captioned In  Re: The Gator Corporation Software Trademark & Copyright Litigation 

MDL 151 7, USDC, N.D. Ga. (hereinafter "the MDL litigation"). 

In connection with the MDL litigation, a survey was conducted among 1,436 

consumers who have GAIN software installed on their computers. Half of the respondents were 

specifically questioned about whether they consented to the GAIN download. The survey shows 

that a majority of these respondents did not consent to have advertisements sent to their 

computers by GAIN (63.7%) or were not sure whether they had consented (23.1 %). Only 13.2% 

of respondents indicated that they had consented to receive GAIN advertisements. Furthennore, 

of the 13.2% of respondents who consented to receive GAIN advertisements, less than a third 

consented to have GAIN monitor their web-surfing behavior to determine what ads might be of 

interest to them. 

The other half of the respondents were asked whether GAIN pop-up 

advertisements affect their attitude toward the websites on which they appear. One-third 

(33.2%) said these ads cause them to have a less favorable opinion of the website on which they 

appear. The reasons given by respondents overwhelmingly related to dislike of pop-up ads and 
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the intrusion they cause. Only 2.4% said that GAIN ads cause them to have a more favorable 

opinion of the websites on which they appear. The complete report of this survey is attached as a 

PDF file. Hard copies of the survey were forwarded by Federal Express on March 17, 2004. 

The findings relating to consumer consent are presented at pages 22-24. The discussion of 

consumers' attitudes toward the websites on which GAIN pop-advertising appears is found at 

pages 18-2 1. 

This survey presents compelling evidence that consumers do not realize that 

GAIN adwarelspyware has been placed on their personal computers, they do not understand how 

GAIN software operates, they dislike the advertisements delivered by GAIN and they have a less 

favorable opinion of the websites on which GAIN ads appear. As such, GAW adwarelspyware 

benefits neither consumers nor competition. 

Sincerely, 

Christine H. Miller 

Enclosure 

cc: Peter J.  Brann, Esq. 
Brann & Isaacson, LLP 






























































































































































































































































































































































































